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Abstract—The main purpose of this work is to study the influ-
ence of the mechanical effect of the respiration over T wave end
delineation. The performance of automatic delineation systems based
in Wavelet Transform (WT) was compared, considering single lead
(SL), post processing selection rules (SLR) and multi lead (ML)
approaches. The T wave locations obtained over real and simulated
ECG signals were analyzed together with the respective respiratory
signal (ECG-derived or simulated). The linear relation between the
variations on obtained marks and the mechanical effect of the respira-
tion was measured using spectral coherence. With respect to the ML
strategy we also explored the evolution of the vectorcardiographic
spatial loop using the direction of maximum projection of the WT in
the region close to the T wave end (Te). The relation between this
direction and the respiration is also explored.
The marks obtained from the SLR and ML delineation strategies show
advantage over the SL strategy based marks. The coherence around
the respiratory frequency between the respiratory signal and the error
in T end marks was found to be higher using SLR (a minimum of
0.92) than using ML (a maximum of 0.80). According to obtained
results, the multi lead delineation presents a lower sensibility to the
mechanical effect of the respiration for the T wave end delineation,
particularly the obtained with ML.

I. INTRODUCTION

EAch heart beat is produced by an electric wavefront

that crosses the different cardiac structures; the activa-

tion/inactivation of those correspond to different waves in the

electrocardiogram (ECG) (Fig. 1). By using several electrodes

it is possible to access simultaneous electrocardiographic
leads, providing a spacial perspective [1]. The cardiac dipole

model approximates the electrical activity from the heart by

an time-variant electrical dipole called electric heart vector

(EHV) [2]. In this model each lead can be interpreted as

the projection of EHV on the vector that defines the lead

direction. The EHV’s canonical representation is given by

the vectorcardiogram (VCG) defined by 3 orthogonal leads
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Fig. 1. Principal waves of a beat (P wave, Q, R and S waves (QRS complex)

and T wave) and RR and QT intervals, corresponding respectively to the

durations of the ventricular cycle and of the ventricular activity in each cycle.

The R peak mark locate the beat and the marks of the beginning of QRS

(Qo) and of the T wave end (Te) correspond respectively to the beginning

and to the end of the ventricular depolarization and repolarization process.

[x(n), y(n), z(n)], usually acquired as the corrected Frank

leads.

Both ECG and VCG, frequently show physiological non

cardiac contamination, such as mechanical respiratory effect.

As a matter of fact the respiration not only induces changes

in the length of the cardiac cycle (physiologic effect, by

autonomic influence), but also in the waves’ morphology as

result of the thorax movement. The expansion and contraction

of the lungs during the respiratory cycle change the heart

electric axis and the impedance distribution on the thorax,

resulting also in scaling and rotation on the ECG (Fig. 2). This
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Fig. 2. Example of morphology changes of the ECG signal caused by

respiration. On the right is a zoom of the area inside the rectangle.

is likely to cause errors in the T wave delineation as it typically

presents a morphology of small amplitude and low signal

to noise ratio (SNR). In a preliminary study, [3], we found

that using a multilead delineation (ML) allows to increase the

stability of the T wave end (Te) location, with respect to using

single -lead delineation (SL) or post processing rules after SL

delineation (SLR). We hypothesize that this is a consequence

of a lower influence of the mechanical respiratory effect over

ML based automatic locations. To validate this hypothesis,

in this work we performed a simulation study in which the
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respiratory effect was controlled and the correct delineation of

Te is discussed. In particular, we also investigate in real signals

whether the well-known mechanical influence of respiratory

activity on the ECG is the same on the several strategies or

affects the stability of the obtained marks.

II. AUTOMATIC DELINEATION

There are several published methodologies for automatic

ECG delineation. Particularly in this work we use the multi-

scale wavelet-based delineator previously described and val-

idated in [4] and [5] that has shown to provide adequate

boundaries locations.

A. SL and SLR for multilead signals

For each lead, a set of differentiated signals, smoothed

at different scales, is obtained by means of the discrete

wavelet transform (WT), using a quadratic spline wavelet.

First, detection and classification of waveforms are performed

by searching for the maxima and minima at different scales.

Then, the waveform boundaries are located using a thresh-

old approach across scales. This allows to obtain a set of

annotations for each available lead [4]. The main limitation

of this method is that the ECG waves are global phenomena

and therefore is desirable to consider an approach in which all

leads are taken into account to produce global marks.

One strategy for dealing with multilead signals is the inclusion

of SLR after the SL based delineation. A simple rule is to

choose the median of the SL marks as the peak of the wave.

The mark for a wave’s begin (end) should be the earlies (latest)

one, with some outliers protection [6].

B. ML delineation

Although the SLR strategy finally gives one single mark

per boundary or peak, it does not use all available spatial

information. The ML delineation departs from the SL but

considers simultaneously the orthogonal leads of the VCG [5].

Denoting the WT of a signal s(n) ∈ {x(n), y(n), z(n)} in the

WT scale m by ws,m [n], the spatial WT loop is defined as:

wm (n) = [wx,m (n) , wy,m (n) , wz,m (n)]
T

(1)

As a consequence of the WT prototype smoothed used, the

WT loop wm (n) |n ∈ L is proportional to the VCG derivative

and describes the velocity of evolution of the EHV in a time

interval L. Assuming that the noise is spatially homogeneous,

the direction with maximum projection of the WT in the

region close to the wave boundary would define the ECG lead

maximizing the local SNR, and thus, the most appropriate for

boundary delineation. The main direction u = [ux, uy, uz]
T

of

EHV variations on any time interval L is given by the director

vector of the best straight linear fit to all points in the WT

loop. By choosing adequately the time interval L, around the

fiducial point of interest, it is possible to find the direction u
corresponding to the lead most suited for delineation purposes.

The projection of the WT loop (wm (n)) over the direction

u allows to obtain a derived wavelet signal wd,m (n) that

combines the information provided by the 3 VCG leads:

wd,m (n) =
wT

m (n) · u
‖u‖

; n ∈ I (2)

It should be noticed that the time intervals I (used for

projecting) and L (used for linear fitting) can be different,

depending on each wave specificities.

The strategy proposed for ML boundary delineation using

WT loops is based in a multi-step iterative search for a

better spatial lead (with steeper slopes) for each boundary

delineation. The goal is to construct a derived wavelet signal

well suited for boundaries location, using the same detection

criteria as in the SL delineator [5].

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Simulation study

1) Clean ECG simulation: An artificial 3-lead ECG signal

[xc (n) , yc (n) , zc (n)]
T

was constructed by concatenation of

a scaled versions of a real template beat sampled at 500 Hz,

following RR (i) and QT (i) series extracted from a PTB

database [7] real file, where i is the beat number. The template

beat (without apparent noise), was chosen from a 12-lead

ECG, and the Frank leads were synthesized using Dower
transformation [8]. SL delineation of the template beat was

used to obtain the locations of the R peak, the QRS complex

onset/end and the Te. The reference mark for the R peak was

taken from the 3 SL marks as the one corresponding to the

largest signal amplitude, while for the boundaries were taken

the earliest/latest marks for the onset/end.

To reflect the variability inherent to the correspondent clean

series QT (i), the template beat was properly scaled from the

QRS end to the Te reference mark, to produce the target QT

interval. By applying the same scaling to each orthogonal lead,

an artificial 3-lead ECG signal with the same variability in all

leads and known Te locations (T ref

e (i)) is obtained [9].

2) Respiration effect: The mechanical effect of respiration

was simulated over the artificial ECG as a cardiac electrical

axis rotation [10]. For the sake of simplicity, the rotation was

arbitrarily considered around the z axis, with a maximum angle

of 15o (affecting only the leads x(n) and y(n)).
The signals affected by respiration [xr (n) , yr (n) ,

zr (n)]
T

were constructed from [xc (n) , yc (n) , zc (n)]
T

,

by introducing the equivalent effect to a respiration

given by a pure sinusoid r(n) at a frequency Fr ∈
{0.15, 0.19, 0.24, 0.27, 0.40} Hz.

3) Noise contamination: Noise contamination was

considered, by adding resampled pre-recorded noise

[xv(n), yv(n), zv(n)]T corresponding to residue at the initial

stage of a real ECG stress test [11]. The noise was added to

the ECG signal with respiratory effect (Fr = 0.27 Hz which

corresponds to real respiratory signal frequency present in

the QT(i) and RR(i) series used to construct the simulated

signal). The 3 noise lead were rescaled by a constant a to get

a SNR ∈ {30, 25, 20, 15, 10} dB:

a =

(
Pxr

+ Pyr
+ Pzr

Pxv
+ Pyv

+ Pzv

· 10
−SNR

10

)1/2

(3)

were Ps denote the power of signal s(n).
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4) Performance indexes: These simulated ECG signals

(clean, with mechanical respiratory effect and with other added

noise) were delineated with SL, SLR and ML to obtain,

respectively, the marks T M

e , M ∈ {SL, SLR, ML}. For SLR

delineation first was applied the Dower’s transformation to

obtain the 12 standard leads [8].

To study the influences of the respiration on Te delineation

over the simulated ECG, the error in Te mark was defined as:

Er
M

(i) = T M

e (i) − T ref

e (i) ; M ∈ {SL, SLR, ML} (4)

The errors considering noise contamination (Ev
M ) were simi-

larly calculated.

To evaluate the relation between the respiratory signal (r(n))
and the direction u, in both the clean ECG and with added

noise respectively, the angles of u with respect to the plane

defined by each pair of orthogonal leads (∠r
P and ∠vP ; P ∈

{(x, y), (y, z), (x, z)}) were obtained.

The linear relation between the r(n) and the series of Te(i)
errors and the angles were measured using spectral coherence

after resampling at 500 Hz. The average value of the spectral

coherence in a 0.04 Hz bandwidth centered on Fr was taken

and denoted as Cr,Er
M

for the Er
M and Cr,∠r

P
for the ∠

r
P .

The average value of the spectral coherence considering noise

contamination were similarly calculated to Ev
M and ∠

v
P .

B. Real ECG study

1) Data: To extend the study to real signals we used the

70 control records of PTB database [7]. Each record contains

the 12 standard and the 3 Frank leads, sampled at 1000 Hz.

The ECG signals were delineated using the SLR and ML

delineation strategies. The ML strategy was applied over Frank

leads and SLR over the 12 standard leads; RTM
e interval was

measured from the R peak obtained with SLR to Te(i) for

each delineation system M ∈ {SLR, ML}. The mechanical

effect off respiration was extracted from the ECG signal using

the algorithm proposed in [12]. In this method the ECG-

derived respiratory signal is defined on each VCG lead by

the series of least-squares rotation angles, ϕx(i), ϕy(i) and

ϕz(i), estimated between successive QRS-VCG loops and

some reference QRS-VCG loop.

2) Performance indexes: The delineation error over the real

ECG signal can not be calculated as there is no reference

Te mark. Instead, the differences between the automatic Te

locations obtained using the two strategies were calculated:

ΔTe (i) = T SLR

e (i) − T ML

e (i) (5)

For the ML strategy we also obtained the angles of the

direction u with respect to the plane defined by each pair

of orthogonal leads (∠P ; P ∈ {(y, z), (x, z), (x, y)}). As

in the simulated data study, the linear relation between the

ϕl(i), l ∈ {x, y, z} and ΔTe (Cr,ΔTe
), RT M

e (Cr,RT M
e

) or ∠P

(Cr,∠P
) resampled at 500 Hz were measured using spectral

coherence, taking the mean value in a 0.04 Hz bandwidth

centered on the estimated Fr.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation study

Figure 3 show the r(n) and the time series of errors

committed and the error Er
M (i) for each delineation strategy.

The relation between the errors obtained using SL and SLR

with r(n) is quite remarkable, while using ML it is not visible.
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Fig. 3. Plot of simulated series, (a) respiratory signal (A.U.), (b), (c) and

(d) errors Er

M
(i), (ms).

Table I presents the values of Er
M (i) (mean ± standard

deviation) for each studied Fr. The ML allows to reduce both

the bias and the dispersion of the delineation error for all Fr

values with respect to the SL and SLR delineators.

TABLE I

MEAN VALUES AND SD OF Ev

M
(i) FOR EACH STUDIED Fr VALUE

Fr E
r

SL E
r

SLR E
r

ML

(Hz) (ms) (ms) (ms)

0.15 29.3 ± 3.2 14.8 ± 1.9 4.4 ± 1.8

0.19 29.2 ± 3.4 14.8 ± 2.1 4.4 ± 1.6

0.24 29.3 ± 3.3 14.7 ± 2.1 4.3 ± 1.6

0.27 29.3 ± 3.3 14.8 ± 1.9 4.4 ± 1.8

0.40 29.3 ± 3.2 14.8 ± 2.0 4.4 ± 1.8

The main hypothesis to justify this lower influence of res-

piration on the ML marks is that the direction u adapts to

respiration-induced changes in the EHV.

Figure 4 (a) shows the average coherence values (Cr,Er
M

).

Note that the Cr,Er
M

obtained with ML are lower than those

obtained with SL and SLR for all studied Fr. This indicates

that the marks Te errors in ML delineation are less related

to the mechanical effect of respiration. The Fig. 4 (c) show

the Cr,∠r
P

, and both the ∠
r
(x,z) and ∠

r
(y,z) have high values of

coherence with r(n), indicating a strong linear relation with

the mechanical effect of respiration and justifying the lesser

influence of the respiration on ML Te mark. In the case of

Cr,∠r
(x,y)

the values are lower because the cardiac electrical

vector rotation was performed about this axis. The mean and

SD values of Ev
M

are shown in the Table II. Again lower

mean errors and SD are obtained with ML delineation. The

Cr,Ev
M

values indicate the lower influence of respiration on Te

mark in the presence of non-respiratory noise (Fig. 4 (b)). The

coherence Cr,∠r
P

in the presence of noise (Fig. 4 (d)) is also

slightly lower that in (Fig. 4 (c)).

B. Real ECG study

The distribution across records of the mean coherence

values between the estimated ϕx(i) and RT M

e (i) or ΔTe(i)
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Fig. 4. Average coherence values of (a) Er

M
(n), (b)Ev

M
(n), (c) ∠

r

P
(n) and

(d) ∠
v

P
(n) series with r(n).

TABLE II

MEAN VALUES AND SD OF Ev

M
(i) FOR EACH STUDIED SNR VALUE

SNR E
v

SL E
v

SLR E
v

ML

(dB) (ms) (ms) (ms)

30 29.3 ± 3.1 14.9 ± 1.8 4.3 ± 1.7

25 29.9 ± 3.3 15.8 ± 1.9 4.8 ± 1.8

20 30.3 ± 3.2 15.9 ± 2.0 5.0 ± 1.9

15 30.2 ± 3.3 15.8 ± 2.3 5.2 ± 1.8

10 31.4 ± 3.5 16.3 ± 2.6 5.9 ± 2.3

are shown in Fig. 5 (a). ΔTe(i) typically presents a strong

relation with the ϕx(i), indicating that most of the differences

between the locations provided by the two strategies correlate

with the respiration. This results indicate that the RT ML

e (i)
series is less influenced by the respiration, with median of

a coherence values of 0.59, below the value obtained in the

RT SLR

e (i) series with median of 0.75. The results obtained with

ϕy(i) and ϕz(i) are equivalent

The mean coherence values distribution between ϕx(i) and
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Fig. 5. (a) Average coherence values distribution with ϕx(i) of ΔTe(i),

RT SLR
e and RT ML

e series. (b) Average coherence values distribution with

ϕx(i) of direction u angle series respect the (x, y), (x, z) and (y, z) planes.

the angles with respect to (y, z), (x, z) and (x, y) planes is

shown in Fig. 5 (b). Note the strong relation between the

direction u and the respiratory signal, this shows that the ML

strategy is adapting the search for the best lead to mark Te

canceling out the morphologic effects caused by the respira-

tion. Thus the lower coherence between the respiratory signal

and RT ML

e compared with RT SLR

e , results from a lower influence

from the mechanical effect of the respiration, confirmining the

results obtained in simulation.

V. CONCLUSION

The results obtained in this study show the importance of

multi-lead delineation. From comparison between the multi-

lead strategies in both simulated and real signals, a lower

influence of the mechanical effect of the respiration on the

Te mark location was observed with ML delineation. The

differences between the Te measures obtained with both ML

and SLR, is dominated by respiratory mechanical influence

on the SLR mark. In addition, we find out that the selected

direction of projection u in the ML system follows the

changes of the cardiac electrical axis caused by respiration,

compensating their effect on the Te mark. Thus the increased

stability in the Te mark in ML system with respect to SLR one

can be explained by a reduction of the variability associated

to the mechanical effect of respiration.
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